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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Hook Up Table Series Launches February 9, 2022
New collection of workspace tables are easy to move, cluster and even 
hook together while also offering single use and personal privacy options.

(TORONTO, ONTARIO – February 9, 2022 )  – As organizations everywhere adjust to a hybrid 

working environment, they’re increasingly seeking furniture solutions that easily adapt to the 

ebb and flow of employees in the office space. Three H is meeting this need head on with the 

release of Hook Up, a collection of smartly designed tables that address 

the changing realities of office work. 

Hook Up is built for agility. Every table and privacy panel connects through a rail, making 

it a snap to reconfigure workspaces by hooking them together or breaking them apart on 

the fly. Privacy panels can be used to block out visual distractions or provide a higher 

degree of personal protection. Custom accessories—including letter trays and boxes, 

various sizes of planters, cup holders and power receptacles—also hook on and off in 

real time, with no special tools or installation required.

Designed in partnership with Jonathan Sabine and Jessica Nakanishi of Toronto-based 

design firm MSDS Studio, the Hook Up collection provides elegantly functional work areas 

to comfortably accommodate today’s nomadic staff, whether they’re working permanently

in office or only coming in a few days a week. 

“We designed Hook Up with simplicity and adaptability top of mind,” said Jonathan 

Sabine, Principal at MSDS Studio. “The easy reconfigurability, combined with soft corners 

and unexpected detailing, gives the freedom to create beautifully functional workspaces 

that can instantly accommodate individuals and teams on the move.”
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“The pandemic has changed the way we work forever,” said Gary Hierlihy, VP Sales & 

Marketing and Design Director at Three H. “Flexible in-office attendance and increasing 

reliance on collaboration and productivity tools, like Zoom and metaverse tech, means fewer 

private offices and dedicated spaces. We set out to deliver a collection of tables for office use 

that are as flexible as today’s modern worker needs to be and Hook Up more than delivers.” 

Hook Up won the prestigious HiP award from Interior Design magazine when it was introduced 

at NeoCon in the Fall of 2021. Tables in the Hook Up collection cover a range of working spaces, 

including lounge/meeting, team/meeting, flexible closed and open spaces, multifunctional/

collaborative meetings and training rooms. Hook Up is Canadian made and uses only locally 

sourced materials.

Product Specifications listed on page 3.

About Three H Office Furniture

Three H designs and manufactures a range of design-driven, laminate office casegoods 

for the private office, open plan, reception and meeting spaces at a competitive price 

point. All products are professionally designed and have been critically acclaimed with 

multiple awards. All materials (steel, aluminum, glass and laminates) are sourced within

500 miles of the factory in New Liskeard, Ontario, Canada.
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For more information contact Gary Hierlihy, VP Sales & Marketing

416 573 6977   |   g.hierlihy@three-h.com
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Hook Up Specification Sheet

Materials:

- Laminate Surfaces

- Steel frame & Legs painted in 9 standard colors (custom colors optional) 

- Soft touch Anti-fingerprint surfaces available

Table Height Ranges:

- Standard height tables

- Counter & Bar height tables

- Coffee tables

Table Types/Application

- Standard desk

- Transaction desk

- Community Meeting table

- Collaborative High table

- Coffee/Side table

- Training table

Privacy Screens

- Rail mounted privacy screens

- Free Standing partition screens (fixed & mobile)

Accessories (All painted metal)

- Letter Tray

- Letter Box

- Hook

- Planter (small)

- Planter (large)

- Cup holder

- Power receptacle
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HookUp Desking HookUp Transaction Desk

HookUp Community Table

HookUp High Table

HookUp - Hook-on-Accessories

HookUp High Table

HookUp - Hook-on-Accessories

HookUp - Wrap-Around Felt

HookUp - Mobile




